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In his 1959 Rede Lecture at Cambridge University, the molecular biologist, Sir C P Snow, 
argued that civilization would be destroyed unless  its  understanding of the second law of 
thermodynamics  was modified. His solution entailed the reuniting of our scientific culture 
with the culture of the Platonic tradition of Greek philosophy, which he referred to as the 
Arts. The Times Literary Supplement included Sir C P Snow's book, Two Cultures and the 
Scientific Revolution, in its list of the one hundred books that most influenced Western 
public discourse since the Second World War (The Times, London, 30th December, 2008).

Alexander Hamilton, one of the founding fathers  of the Constitution of the United States of 
America, introduced the concept of liberty to the American public in the following terms:
“Liberty is preserved, not by civic virtue, but by the design of government itself, which, in 
turn, rests on the principles of physics and geometry.” The only physics  principles 
acceptable at that time belonged to Newton's published papers. The design of government 
was thereby based upon a totally mechanistic understanding of the second law of 
thermodynamics as was confirmed during the 20th Century by President Woodrow Wilson.

The University Library of Cambridge contains the unpublished scientific papers  of Isaac 
Newton (pub.1962). Emeritus  Professor of Neuropsychology, Richard Gregory, in his  paper, 
Alchemy of Matter and of Mind, (Nature, Vol. 342, 30 Nov, p.473), proclaimed “...Newton's 
conviction that mechanical science had to be completed by a more profound natural 
philosophy...”. Newton's  physics principles for balancing the mechanical world view were 
the same ones that upheld the atomistic Platonic Science for Ethical Ends, referred to by Sir 
C P Snow as the Arts.

Duty of care can be defined as a legal or moral obligation of persons to exercise reasonable 
care to avoid risk of harm or injury to others or to comply with a legal standard of care. The 
workings of the mirror neuron generate feelings of empathy or compassion as  a moral 
obligation, which express an infinite, fractal logic that describes emotional behaviour within 
the human species. The life energies  of quantum biology entangle with the energies of 
quantum mechanics in order to evolve consciousness, demonstrating that the mirror neuron 
evolves compassionate consciousness, contradicting the prevailing general understanding of 
the second law of thermodynamics.

If global civilization is to survive, current social, political, legal, economic and scientific 
entropic rationalism must be rectified to form a social cradle so as to ensure a healthy and 
sustainable future for humankind. Societies comprising the world communities of 
civilizations and nation states  therefore face a moral choice whether or not to free 
themselves from the endless cycle of chaos and illusory peace imposed by the unbalanced 
understanding of second-law logic.
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It is self evident that quantum biology, in concert with nanotechnology, has shown 
that the prevailing understanding that the second law of thermodynamics has 
sentenced humanity to extinction, is scientifically unnatural. Proponents of these 
disciplines now have a Science-Art duty of care of life, to nurture the transhuman 
evolution of a doomed entropic humanity into a more profound, compassionate state 
of infinite awareness. Be it so proclaimed.
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This duty of care of life concept has been derived from the Constitution of the 
Republic of Italy, articles 32 and 33. The Republic safeguards health as a 
fundamental right of the individual and as a collective interest. The Republic 
guarantees the freedom of the arts and sciences, which may be freely taught.


